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A b s t r a c t  
 

Traditional breeding is time and material consuming. Modern laboratory techniques signifi-
cantly speed up and reduce the costs for breeding animals with the desired properties. A test based 
on the quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) technology was developed to distinguish between homo-
zygous and heterozygous state of the genes from alleles K and k which are responsible for the rate of 
wing feather growth in day-old chicks. The use of quantitative real-time PCR for the analysis of gen-
otypes is aimed at the discrimination between one and two copies of the target gene in a genome. To 
obtain reliable results, certain rules must be followed when conducting the assay: the efficiency of the 
PCR should be close to the maximum; it is possible to obtain a significant number of false results 
without the appropriate statistical analysis. A new assay algorithm was proposed to overcome the lim-
itations of qPCR: all samples are subjected to two successive independent analyses in parallel with 
the reference samples of both genotypes; if the two runs produce divergent results then the assay is 
repeated and the previous results are discarded. This approach allows to reduce assay error probabil-
ity down to zero. The new system consists of three (instead of four) primers for amplification of two 
genes and two probes, allowing efficient analysis of various allele K genotypes. Quantitative real-
time PCR data analysis was performed by ΔΔCt method using the statistics software package SPSS 
for ROC analysis. Using the method developed, the percentage of KK, Kk and kk genotypes was 
determined in 145 cocks of original lines B5, B6, B7 and B9 of domestic meat chicken of cross 
Smena 8. It was shown that 19 cocks of line B5 and 15 cocks of line B6 had kk genotype. From 
the 46 cocks of line B7, none had kk genotype, 17 cocks (37 %) had Kk genotype, and 29 cocks 
(63 %) had KK genotype. From the 65 cocks of line B9, none had kk genotype, 17 cocks (26 %) 
had Kk genotype, and 48 cocks (74 %) had KK genotype. Analyzed fragments were sequenced to ex-
clude the effects of possible nucleotide sequence variability on the assay. The sequences did not con-
tain any nucleotide substitutions in the sites of the primers and probes annealing. The data obtained 
will accelerate selection of new domestic meat chicken breeds with possibility of sexing based on 
feather length in day-old chicken. Further breeding work involves the assessment of the offspring us-
ing traditional and molecular genetic methods.  
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Gender identification (sexing), using simple phenotypic techniques (for 
example, differentiation according to the growth rate of feathers of the wing, ac-
cording to the color of the feathers), gives a number of advantages in compari-
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son to the traditional method, in which the presence of genital tubercles is de-
termined. The solution of this urgent task will significantly reduce the require-
ments for personnel, the percentage of errors and allow rapid of sorting of 
chickens. For broiler sexing, a different rate of wing feathering is used in chick-
ens of the opposite sex at 1-day age [1-3]. The genetics of this phenomenon is 
well studied [4-6]. The allele of slow feathering K is located on the Z chromo-
some and is linked to the gender. Cocks in the genome have two male sex 
chromosomes ZZ, and hens have one male Z and one female W. Sex of chick-
ens at 1-day age can be determine by a development of the wing feathers, 
which is inherited through sex-linked alleles, dominant K and recessive k (rap-
id feathering) [7]. In 1-day-old chickens having the genotype KK, Kk or Kw, 
the formation of the feather cover of the wing is slow (the feathers are weakly 
developed, they are either the same in length or the covering feathers are long-
er than the flight feathers), in individuals with kk or kw genotypes, the flight 
feathers of the wing are well developed, and the covering feathers are shorter 
than the flight feathers. Crossing cocks homozygous for the fast feathering gene 
kk and hens with the gene of slow feathering Kw leads to offspring, among 
which all chickens with fast wing feathering are females kw, and chickens with 
slow feathering are males Kk. 

A detailed study of the K gene located in the integration region of the en-
dogenous retrovirus ev21 made it possible to establish a relationship of the dou-
bling of the tandem partially deleted genes of the flagellar sperm protein dSpef2 
and the prolactin receptor dPrlr with the K genotype [8]. A study of the mecha-
nisms determining slow feathering showed the importance of expression of the 
products of the dSpef2 and dPrlr genes in the skin [9, 10). The prolactin receptor, 
whose ligand is the pituitary hormone prolactin, belongs to the family of receptors 
of cytokines and is expressed in all tissues of vertebrates. About 300 different func-
tions are attributed to prolactin, including the maintenance of water-salt balance, 
participation in growth and development, metabolism, hormonal and brain activi-
ty, control of behavior, regulation and functioning of the immune system [11], re-
production, egg production in hens (12), induction of molting [13].  

The peculiarity of the domestic cross Smena 8 is its universality. With a 
stable high rate of growth of young animals, which allows reducing the time of 
growing, the bird has a stable reproduction, is well adapted to Russian conditions 
(unlike foreign crosses) and both cage and floor housing technologies. The parent 
flock has a high egg-laying peak (85 %). The cross is also characterized by good 
viability, uniformity of the flock, high yield of pectoral and leg muscles, effective 
feed conversion (http://www.gossort.com/docs/rus/REESTR_SKOT2015.pdf). 

The production of autosexing chickens with different feathering at 1-day-
old age (by the example of the crossing of B7 cocks and chicks and B9 hens of 
the meat cross Smena 8) is illustrated by the scheme:  

Line B7 (♂) ½ B9 (♀) 
Genotype kk Кw 
Trait Fast wing feathering  Slow wing feathering 
Offspring B79 
Genotype Кk (♂) kw (♀) 
Trait Slow wing feathering Fast wing feathering 

Sexing is necessary for separated broiler farming. This technology pro-
vides more efficient use of feed, better survival, increased similarity in weight, 
that is, improves the output of broilers at lower economic costs. 

We have proposed a new test system that allows to determine the number 
of copies of the gene responsible for the rate of feathering in chicks, as well as the 
algorithm for analysis of gene copy number by quantitative real-time PCR. This 
makes it possible to genotype K and k chicks effectively and with high throughput 
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to accelerated production of the original meat cross lines of the Smena 8 giving 
autosexing offspring. 

The aim of the study was to develop a test for the molecular typing of 
fast and slow feathering genes in chickens using real-time PCR (PCR-RT).  

Technique. For development of the test system and the genotyping algo-
rithm we used 145 DNA samples of cocks of B5, B6, B7 and B9 domestic meat 
lines of cross Smena 8. 

DNA was isolated from the selected feathers using the M-Sorb set (ZAO 
Sintol, Russia). For sample preparation, 0.5 cm tip of the quill was placed in a 
1.5 ml test tube (OOO Tekhosnastka, Russia). A 400 μl lysis solution was added 
and incubated at 37 C for 20 min with stirring, the lysate was precipitated in a 
high-speed microcentrifuge Cyclotemp-902 (ZAO Cyclotemp, Russia) for 3 min 
at 13,000 rpm. The supernatant was transferred to a 1.5 ml test tube and isola-
tion continued according to the standard M-Sorb set protocol. The DNA con-
centration was determined on a NanoPhotometer spectrophotometer (Implene, 
Germany). About 3 μg of DNA was taken into the reaction (A260/280 = 1.8-2.0). 
The primers and probes for PCR-RT and sequencing presented below are based 
on known DNA sequences [9, 10, 14] and synthesized in ZAO Synthol; fluores-
cent labels were carboxyfluorescein (FAM) and 6-carboxyrodamine (R6G) with 
the 3´-terminal modification of phosphate (p): 

LFBF1 5´3´: CTCACTGAAACCATCCCTGGA  
LFBR1 5´3´: CTAACCTGAGACAAGTGTCGGA 
LFBV1 (зонд) 5´3´: (6FAM)-CCCCTTAAATGCC(dT-BHQ1)TGCTTTTCCATC-р 
NFR 5´3´: CTGTGGTTTGCTCGGTTTTGGA 
NFP (зонд) 5´3´: (5R6G)-CTCCATCTCTCC(dT-BHQ1)TGCTTTTCCATC-р  
PROSF 5´3´: GTTTGCCTATCACAGCATTGTAGA 
PROSR 5´3´: GCTGGTTCCTCATCCTGTCTGA 
SPEFR 5´3´: GTGCAATTTAGCAGTGCATGTGA 

Multiplex PCR-RT (with FAM and R6G detection channels) was per-
formed on an ANK-32M (Institute of Analytical Instrument Engineering, Rus-
sia) using the following temperature-time cyclogram (40 cycles): denaturation at 
93 С for 15 sec, annealing at 60 С for 30 sec. A reaction mixture (20 μl) was 
used for PCR-RT (ZAO Sintol, Russia). The primer concentration in the reac-
tion mixture was 450 nM, the probe concentration was 250 nM. The specificity 
of PCR-RT was confirmed by sequencing the amplification products obtained 
with primers PROSF, PROSR and SPEFR, on a Nanofor 05 genetic analyzer 
(Institute of Analytical Instrument Engineering, Russia) in accordance with the 
manufacturer's protocol. 

Results. The primer system LFBF1, LFBR1 and the LFBV1 probe al-
lowed the detection of the dSpef2 dPrlr gene, the primer system LFBF1, NFR, 
and the NFP probe revealed the reference Prlr chicken prolactin receptor gene. 
Primers PROSF, PROSR and SPEFR were used for sequencing fragments of the 
genes Spef2 and Prlr. 

The determination of genotypes КК and Kk by PCR-RT is reduced to 
the problem of discrimination of two copies of a gene in the genome from one 
[8, 15, 16]. It can be solved by quantitative PCR [8, 17], as well as by hybridiza-
tion of nucleic acids [15, 18, 19]. Each of these approaches has advantages and 
disadvantages. Southern hybridization is laborious, takes a lot of time and re-
quires a variety of equipment. When quantitative PCR (PCR-RT) is used to 
solve the task, the results may be inadequate if the necessary conditions are not 
met during the test and subsequent statistical processing of the data [15, 18, 19]. 
However, with appropriate execution, this method is highly technological and al-
lows for a short time to accumulate a large array of information. For reliable test-
ing it is necessary that in one cycle of PCR the amount of DNA is doubled and 
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the amplification efficiency approaches the maximum [20, 21]. Also, you need to 
carefully monitor its probable fluctuations, which can lead to incorrect results. 

The selected primers and probes were analyzed in multiplex PCR-RT 
for two samples (No. 64 and No. 65) in a series of five 2-fold DNA dilutions 
in two replicates. The amplification efficiency of the dSpef2 dPrlr gene was 92 % 
(R2 = 0.9945) with 94 % for the reference prolactin gene (R2 = 0.9991). The use 
of one common LFBF1 primer to amplify two genes makes the proposed system 
more robust by reducing the number of components and smooths possible differ-
ences in primer performance. 

In preliminary experiments to determine the genotypes of chicks, the 
samples were examined in 2-fold replicates. Up to 10 % of the samples in one of 
the experiments yielded results not only lying in the so-called "gray" area, but al-
so reliably opposite in the repetition of one sample. To increase the reliability of 
the test, we developed a new algorithm that differs from that described earlier 
[8]. For each batch of examined samples, it is mandatory to use at least four ref-
erence samples for each of those genotypes that are being analyzed. Then a re-
independent determination is made with a similar set of samples. The results in 
each of the two tests are counted, and when any deviation is detected, a new 
definition with reference samples in two independent repeats is performed. Such 
an algorithm makes it possible to reduce the error probability to a minimum. 

Using a new algorithm, 19 B5 samples of the DNA of the cocks from 
the line and 15 B6 were analyzed. In 100 % of cases, the genotype kk was con-
firmed, which completely correlated with the phenotype for these two lines. 

 

 

The result of genotyping cocks of the B7 cross-line Smena 8 using real-time PCR:  A — sample No. 
64 (ΔCt = 0.8) for genotype KK, B — sample No. 65 (ΔCt = 0.02) for genotype Kk; «  » —
detection channel FAM (dSpef2 dPrlr), «  » —detection channel R6G (Prlr).  

 

To study the cocks of the lines B7 and B9, four reference cocks with the 
KK genotype and four with the genotype Kk were used. Examples of the kinetic 
curves of PCR amplification obtained for samples No. 64 and No. 65 of B7 are 
shown in the figure. For each analyzed sample, the difference in the threshold 
reaction cycles for the tandem dSpef2 dPrlr (detection channel FAM) and the 
prolactin gene (detection channel R6G) was calculated by the formula ΔCt = Ct 
(FAM)  Ct (R6G). As can be seen from the figure, the threshold cycles of am-
plification of the fragment of the reference gene of the prolactin chicks (detec-
tion channel R6G) are greater than the threshold amplification cycles of the 
fragment of the dSpef2 dPrlr gene (the detection channel FAM) (see Fig., A), or 
equal to them (see Fig., B). The difference is explained by the fact that DNA 
samples of individuals having the KK genotype contain twice as many copies of 
the K gene as in the case of cocks with the genotype Kk. The sample genotypes 
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were analyzed using the ΔΔCt [22] method in accordance with the description 
[8], the data was processed with the SPSS statistics package [23] using the ROC-
analysis [24]. The use of other binary classifiers [25] and statistical methods [18] 
to increase the reliability of results can be promising in such studies. 

The results of the study of samples from 46 cocks of the line B7 showed 
that none of the genotypes were identified as kk, 17 (37 %) had the genotype Kk 
and 29 (63 %) had the genotype KK. According to the analysis of samples from 
65 cocks of the line B9, none has the genotype kk, in 17 (26 %) the genotype 
Kk was found and in 48 (74 %) the genotype KK was found. To exclude the pos-
sible influence of the variability of the investigated gene sections, sequencing of 
the DNA amplification products obtained with primer pairs PROSF and 
PROSR (Prlr gene), as well as PROSF and SPEFR (dSpef2 dPrlr gene) was car-
ried out. It was found that the sequences in the analyzed regions are generally 
invariant and do not contain nucleotide substitutions in the annealing areas of 
primers and probes.  

In the future it is supposed to estimate the population by traditional and 
molecular genetic methods. According to the results, the cocks of the B7 line 
with the genotypes KK and Kk, as well as the cocks of the B9 line with the 
genotypes Kk and kk and their descendants will be excluded from the selection, 
which will allow obtaining lines with a given genotype. 

Thus, a test was developed and an algorithm was proposed for detecting 
in 1-day chickens the homo- and heterozygous state of sex-linked K and k al-
leles associated with the wing feather growth rate, using quantitative real-time 
PCR. With the help of the proposed test, the percentage of genotypes KK, Kk 
and kk was determined among 145 cocks of the lines B5, B6, B7 and B9 of the 
domestic meat cross Smena 8. Further selection work involves the evaluation of 
the bird by traditional and molecular genetic methods to exclude from the selec-
tion the cocks of line B7 with genotypes KK and Kk, cocks of line B9 with 
genotypes Kk and kk, and also their descendants as not corresponding to the tar-
get parameters. 
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